We propose a universal mixing hypothesis between quark and lepton sectors at high energy scale (probably GUT scale) where quark-lepton universality holds. Namely in the charged lepton diagonal base, all the other mass matrices for up and down quarks and neutrinos are diagonalized by the same unitary matrix except for the phase elements. Thanks to this hypothesis, the observed values of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix and the mixing angles θ 12 and θ 23 in the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (MNS) lepton mixing matrix can predict the unknown magnitudes of the mixing angle θ 13 and of the CP violating Dirac phase δ in the MNS matrix. Their allowed regions are rather narrow, 0.036 < sinθ 13 < 0.048 and 6
In ( 
then we obtain the mass matrix of (1) . The assumption given in (4) favored the small mixing angle solution which was still surviving at the time when [1] was written. Also the vanishing (1,1) component is interested in connection with seesaw invariant mass matrix [2] . However, KamLAND [3] selected the larger part of solar neutrino angles, and we may relax the vanishing condition of (1,1) component. In this paper we simply accept the neutrino oscillation data [4, 5] , tan 2 θ 12 = 0.47
in (2) and we denote the lepton mixing matrix U with fixing θ 12 and θ 23 by (5) as U SA . Then unknown parameters in the lepton mixing matrix are only θ 13 and the Dirac CP violating phase δ. Namely, in this paper, we accept the deviation from tribimaximal [6] and µ − τ symmetric models. In [7] we generalized µ − τ symmetry of (1) to quark (and heavy neutrino) mass matrices (Universal texture model with 2 − 3 symmetry). In the present paper we consider the universal character of not (1) but (2) in the quark and lepton sectors. That is, we assume that mass matrices for up and down quarks are diagonalized by the same mixing matrix U SA (U d = U u = U SA ) in the limit of some flavor symmetry(Universal hypothesis), and the breaking of the symmetry comes into existence though diagonal phase matrices P d and P u . In this model, the mass matrix for up (down) quarks is diagonalized by a following mixing matrix U u (U d ).
So the CKM quark mixing matrix is represented by
where
If neutrino is Majorana particle, the MNS matrix has additional two Majorana phases. However, it does not affect the subsequent discussions. The universality implies that quarklepton is considered as a multiplet, for instance, like 16 in SO(10). So we cannot use rebasings independently in both quark and lepton sectors. The subsequent discussions are considered in the base where the mass matrix for the charged leptons is diagonal. The V CKM has four physical parameters which are base independent, although φ 1 and φ 2 are base dependent. The hypothesis asserts the existence of the base where (6) holds, which is far from being trivial. Important is that the physical parameters θ 13 and δ obtained in this model are base independent. If this is concerned with mass relation at GUT scale, we must consider renormalization group equation (RGE) effect on it. The RGE effect for all Yukawa couplings of quarks and leptons as well as heavy Majorana neutrinos was discussed in [8] [9] . However, we do not consider RGE since it is rather small except for degenerate neutrino mass case [10] .
Numerical fitting @
We treat θ 13 and δ as free parameters in U SA . Therefore, the CKM quark mixing matrix elements are determined as functions of θ 13 , δ, φ 1 , and φ 2 from (7). In the following numerical fitting, for each set of fixed values of s 13 (= sin θ 13 ) and δ, we search for the solution of phase parameters φ 1 and φ 2 which give the observed values of the CKM elements. Fig. 1 shows an allowed region in the φ 1 − φ 2 plane which is consistent with the experimental data of the CKM elements, 
We search for all the possible sets of parameters s 13 and δ by using the same method as above typical case. Then we can derive allowed regions in the δ − s 13 plane, in which we have solutions for φ 1 and φ 2 consistent with the experimental data of the CKM elements. In Fig. 2 , we present allowed regions in the δ − s 13 plane which can reproduce the above four experimental data of the CKM elements. It shows the following allowed region for s 13 and δ 0.036 < s 13 < 0.048 (13) and 6
In this parameter region, the hypothesis (6) is consistent with the data for the CKM elements. Namely, the hypothesis predicts small value for s 13 . This value is small by order one compared with the recent analysis [12] , s 2 13 = 0.02 ± 0.01 (1σ). This does not preclude our result since the error bar is still so large. The CP violating phase δ is predicted to have a magnitude around 10 • .
Mass matrix @
So far, we have discussed numerical fittings model-independently. Hereafter, we study the implication of the universal property adopted in the preceding arguments to the mass matrix. For simplicity, we replace the universal mixing matrix by a tribimaximal matrix [6] up to the phase factor given by 
where we have abbreviated s 13 = s, c 13 = c. Here
and
are assumed in U for simplicity. As is well known, this is a good approximation and sufficient for a study of the structure of universal mass matrices. The mass matrices M u and M d for up and down quarks in our scheme are respectively given by
Here,D u andD d are diagonalized mass matrices given bŷ
It should be noted that the unitary matrix U T B (δ) is common in up and down quarks (and neutrinos). That is,M
where i=up, down quarks, and light neutrinos. Let us separate the mass matrix into two parts. The first part is a main part with s = 0 which is 2-3 symmetric, and the second part is small correction part due to s = 0 which is 2-3 antisymmetric. For s = 0, the mass matrixM is written in terms of mass eigen values as,
Here we have omitted the index (i). This form resembles with cascade model [13] though our mass matrix is universal including the quark sector. For s = 0,M has a small correction as given by,M =M (s = 0) + ∆M .
Here, the small correction part ∆M is given by
It is interesting that the breaking pattern of the 2-3 symmetry in the universal mass matrix has a specific structure.
In conclusion, we have presented a simple relation between the CKM and the MNS mixing matrices, which is derived from a hypothesis of universal mixing for up and down quarks and neutrinos. From the observed constraints from the CKM matrix and the θ 12 and θ 23 in the MNS mixing matrix, we have predicted the magnitude of the mixing angle θ 13 and the CP violating Dirac phase δ in the MNS matrix. Implication of the hypothesis to the mass matrix is also discussed. If the predictions derived from the hypothesis are correct, it will give a guiding principle for model building. 
